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designing &
planning

 Over the years, the design and the 
planning have represented for Marpier an 
important achievement as a result of great 
determination, providing customers with 
highly creative and innovative projects and 
preserving the best “Made in Italy” 
peculiarities.
 The close collaboration of a team of 
architects has allowed the company to 
create projects based on specific customer 
needs, due to our significant years of 
experience, to the work of specialized staff 
and to the use of fine materials.
 By looking at Mapier’s creations one can 
see the accurate ability of dealing with the 
most demanding commissions, guaranteeing 
the highest professional standards by the 
use of our modern technology. 



our services Project design, internal and external 
planning management 
Construction surveying according to 
technical teams worldwide
Shop drawing development
Multimedia vision project
Design and performance validation tests, 
which take place in our company
Export rollover bars and close packing 
boxes 
Travel assistance protocol
Worldwide installation on behalf of 
Marpier’ specialized staff
Final assessment and management 
supervision 



processing/  Mapier carries out work of art performance 
managing every single productive process 
phase scrupulously: design, planning,
final result.
 The customer satisfaction is our priority 
and also the secret to incentive successful 
activities achieved during these years,
such as customized marbles which became 
our specialty.
 We update tradition and innovation in our 
production, so that we can face successfully 
all the market challenges in different fields: 
architectural, industrial, commercial, 
residential and design contract.

our experience



processing/
our competence

Standard, modular or inlaid flooring
Load bearing hole or inlaid walls 
Inlaid or simple lining and topping
Simple or inlaid frames and Greek wall decals 
Realization of any kind of staircase
Bathroom and Kitchen fittings in every detail
Fireplaces
Columns
Tables
“Cut-to-size” internal flooring and outdoor 
swimming-pools
Mosaic artwork
Outdoor seating
Design accessories



processing/
industrial and craft 

 Production capacity, technological 
advancement plants, experience and 
organizational skills are our identity.
 Moreover, a variety of supplies and a 
business plan team comprised of specialized 
consultants will provide for the most 
demanding requirements, owned to our 
“Made in Italy” trade adding value to our 
company.
 Over the years we acquired innovative 
devices keeping unchanged creativeness, 
passion and customer satisfaction as our 
prerogative according to our tradition.
 Each working stage is the result of 
attention to details which is typical of our  
‘Made in Italy’.




